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After a shortish night of sleep, we rose and I offered Mass for the benefactors.

It being Sunday, I preached Pete a short fervorino, giving my spiritual reflections on the ride, and
trying to provide some much-needed supernatural encouragement.

I asked him, just now, how long I spoke, and he answered, “I don’t know. Five minutes?”

I replied, “Oh no, two at most!” His response: “Oh… It seemed much longer…”

Breakfast was civilized. Too civilized! They opened the doors at 8.30 AM, and after about half an
hour, they came round and took orders for hot food for a table of twenty. It was then cooked to order
and served.

It was 10:00 AM before we could get on the road. But it was worth eating the cooked breakfast.

One burns an astonishing amount of calories cycling. Eating frequently is crucial, lest one succumb to
the “bonk.” This is when your blood sugar crashes, and it can more or less ruin a whole day’s cycling.
You can feel dizzy, light-headed, and weak, and shake and sweat profusely. So there was no skipping
the cooked breakfast!

(That’s my excuse, and I’m sticking to it…)

The Morning Briefing

The post-breakfast briefing contained these gems:

It is a hard, hilly day. There is one huge hill that is steep and two miles long. Then a challenging
hill at the end. And a lot of ups and downs all day long. Go at your own pace. You can push your
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bikes up if you need to and still complete the ride. Only if the van gets you, do you fail to
complete the ride.
At the hotel tonight, take your bikes into your rooms. It should go without saying that you do not
wash your bikes in the shower and then dry them with the hotel’s white towels. If I am telling you
this, there is a reason…
They asked a Tour de France rider, “What do you do when your legs want to stop?” He said, “I
shout, Shut up, legs!“

Differences, Day to Day

There were two crucial differences between today’s and yesterday’s ride.

First, our bike GPSs now worked! A wonderful, IT-savvy member of the group fixed them for us just
before our departure. We were now delivered from the anxiety of being glued to the yellow
instruction pages.

Second, we left around the same time as the rest of the group and rode the whole day, not as a duo,
but in a bigger group of around ten, the “back group.” This was my first experience of group riding,
and it was great! You can follow someone else for directions, people wait for you, and there is mutual
encouragement and many a witticism!

After a particularly long hill, the following comments issued forth: “I nearly threw me dummy out of
me pram when I saw that one!” (Translation: I nearly threw my pacifier out of my stroller.) “Who put that
one there?! I nearly came off my bike backwards!”

Hills, Again…

It was a day of hills. It was harder than the first day.

The hills kept coming and coming. And they were steep. The exhilarating descent (when a car didn’t
come careening towards you) was great, but not adequate compensation for the long, hard, ceaseless,
thankless slog upwards.
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No picture I can take captures those hills so that you would really understand how steep some of
them were.

It was a short ride today, at 56.6 miles. We started at 10:00 AM. We arrived at 7:00 PM.

It was really challenging! By the end my legs were so tired I could barely pedal. And that was on the
flat! But it was so beautiful as well. Astonishingly beautiful.
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We started in Cornwall, wending our way through little quaint Cornish villages, inland now. West
Taphouse, Middle Taphouse, and (you guessed it) East Taphouse were three adjacent villages.

Hazards of the Road

I fell off again. I am getting cuts and scratches by the day. In the case of some of them, I genuinely
don’t even know how I got them!

When I fell, my handlebar bent. I panicked, thinking how I was going to pay to repair the rental bike!
Then I grabbed the handle and pushed it back. It was soft and went right back to position. I guess
they’re meant to do that!

Scaling the Heights of Cornwall

The first really fierce climb of the day led to Minions, the highest town in Cornwall.
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We passed the King’s Stone, an ancient burial mound on which the last Cornish King besought
prayers for his soul.
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Sheep wandered the road.
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Pete and I ate quiche.
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Unruly children were not welcome.

Pete ordered a coke, and the landlord responded as he brought it, “Your American brown wine…”

Into Devon!

About halfway through the day (30 miles in), we crossed into Horsebridge, which took us out of
Cornwall and into Devon.
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Then a steep climb to Chipshop –  not a village that sells fish and chips, but the place where, in the
past, the miners were paid. They were not paid in cash, but in chips (given out at a “chip shop”) to be
used at the local store – which was owned by… the pit owner!

We pedaled uphill for what seemed a good half hour to get to this village. At the top, no sign, and
nothing but one pub.

“Was that Chipshop? I expected a little more!” one of the group exclaimed. The rejoinder, without
hesitation: “I bet that’s what the miners were saying on payday!”

Tavistock was architecturally beautiful. We sat in a pasty shop (Devonians claim the pasty is their
invention, as well as the cream tea…) and prepared for the 2-mile-long hill ahead.
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I had a cream tea. (I mean, why not? You burn it all off anyway!)

Hills: the Bottom Line

Keep your eyes on the road, in front of your front tire. Then it looks flat.

Remain sitting.

Get in the lowest gear possible (your bike’s Granny gear) and pedal.

Do not look up, if you can help it. You will despair.

And do something to distract yourself. I repeated, hundreds of times, synchronizing the words with
my breathing: “Virgin Mary, Mother of God, pray to Jesus for me!” (St. Philip Neri)
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Dartmoor

When we got to the top, Dartmoor was stunning!
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Huge vistas on all sides. Sheep and wild ponies roaming free. Impossible to convey without the pen
of a Wordsworth, or perhaps a camera well beyond my pay grade!

Go there. On a bike!

Alas, there was more…

When we got to the top of the highest hill, the group waited to catch the others. Looking down the
next stretch of road, one man exclaimed, “That looks suspiciously like a hill ahead!”

The guide didn’t miss a beat: “Its a slope!”
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Up and down, up and down – but eventually we trundled into the hotel.

End of the Day

After catching up on breviary, we were off to the pub for dinner.

Pete had more real ale…
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…and I had a lovely cup of tea.
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Neither of us felt bad about having desserts. Rhubarb crumble for me, something spongy and syrupy
for Pete.

On that note, one of my tour companions casually explained to another of our group, “Father is doing
a weight loss challenge! He has to write about it on Facebook.”

I exclaimed, somewhat defensively, “I’m not doing a weight loss challenge!” (I wouldn’t have had
that cream tea if I were!)
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It was a wonderful day. But very challenging. The biggest climbs I have ever done in my life! And it’s
not over.

They told us that tomorrow will be easier. Now the general rumor is, “But barely…”

Pray for us!

Stats

Miles: 56.6 
Total Miles: 126.9 
Elevation: +5328/ -4994 ft 
Sights of absolutely stunning natural beauty: 1 (Dartmoor National Park)

Share It!

Don’t forget to share Fr. Franks Ride (https://href.li/?http://frfranksride.com) with friends and
family! All those grueling hills have a purpose: to raise funds for Mary Immaculate in Wichita. Please
help Father raise funds to repair the church. Your enthusiasm will cheer him on his way! Every little
bit counts…

And if you have any questions, comments, and encouragement for the riders, feel free to use the
comment form below.

Published by frpfranks

View all posts by frpfranks

16 thoughts on “Day 2: Par to Whiddon Down”

Leo Traverzo says:
August 6, 2018 at 11:32 pm
Absolutely great pictures and posts! An excursion you’ll remember all your life

Father, you’re looking trimmer!

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 7:01 pm
Yes, absolutely unforgettable! Thanks for your prayers.
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Reply
TJ says:
August 6, 2018 at 11:43 pm
What a view! Thanks for the updates, Father. It looks like you’re both surviving so far, despite all
those little slopes. Perhaps you’ll get used to the hills and end up loving them….

A cream tea a day will help see you through!

Lots of prayers that you’re both safe along the journey!

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 6:59 pm
Thanks. The little hills seem like nothing now, its true! One of our group loves going up hills
and could do it all day, but doesn’t like descents, which he takes very cautiously and slowly. It
takes all sorts to make a world.

Keep praying and be assured of my prayers for you and yours.

In Christ, Fr. P. Franks

Reply
cajuninks says:
August 6, 2018 at 11:49 pm
Fr.Franks, 
Thanks for all the nice pictures. Thanks for riding on all the hills. We like the sheep and the sheep
sign. Your scones and tea look yummy. 
We are praying for you! 
Evelyn 

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 6:57 pm
I drove past a cow, a horse, a horse with rider and a duck signpost today. Now that I know you
like them, I’ll be on the lookout for more. The duck was my favorite! I tried to get it on my
phone, but it was just a blur when I looked. Pity!

Reply
jmjselina says:
August 7, 2018 at 12:05 am
Cream tea…It sounds absolutely amazing, and you get the added bonus of beautiful views! That
settles it, I’ll be making the ride sometime in my lifetime! Notice how I am ignoring the part about
the hills? That is to keep my body from making any good arguments to my mind on how I would
never survive!

Lots of courage, and perseverance! Thank you for the blog posts, they are greatly appreciated! It
helps to remind me to pray for our two soldiers of Christ out there on the battlefield!

I keep you two close through prayer!

~Selina

Reply
frpfranks says:
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August 7, 2018 at 6:53 pm
Today was also incredible, coming down into Tintern, Wales through a vast tree-lined valley.
Sublime!

Yes, you should put it on the bucket list.

Reply
4wichitachurch says:
August 7, 2018 at 12:12 am
Praying for you. Thanks for praying for us!

Reply
badgerbiker1983 says:
August 7, 2018 at 12:53 am
Dear Father Franks,

Although our username is “badgerbiker” we currently live in Hoosier Land (Indiana) – parents of
a certain middle school music teacher at St. Mary’s.

To your point of “….and do something to distract yourself. I repeated, hundreds of times,
synchronizing the words with my breathing: “Virgin Mary, Mother of God, pray to Jesus for me!”
(St. Philip Neri)” — the Ave Maria done with the cadence that one marches to when on pilgrimage
walks also works well for bicycling; synchronize the words with your cadence!! ;>)

God bless & happy peddling!! You are in our prayers and a donation to your cause will be
forthcoming….

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 6:50 pm
Thank you for the tip, I will test drive the Ave Maria tomorrow!

God bless you and be assured of my prayers.

Reply
stevekagay says:
August 7, 2018 at 2:50 am
Onward and upward, soldiers ! The very appropriate John Wayne inspirational quote for
tomorrow:

“Courage is being scared to death … and saddling up anyway”

(Any room in your luggage for a few scones, by any chance?)

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 6:49 pm
Hmm… I will see about the scones, they may not keep. Crumpets on the other hand…!

Reply
jamindawave says:
August 7, 2018 at 4:29 am
Sheep and wild ponies roaming free?! Amazing! Our daughter says “They’re really lucky animals
to have signs posted for them!” Those are some amazing scones…. is it really possible to use up all
that jam and butter?! Yum yum! Time to look up some British recipes! Papa wishes he could ride
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along just for the beer-tasting.

So that’s the definition of “bonk”! In our home, we eat 5 times a day… and sometimes one still
gets the “bonk”! Maybe it’s time to eat more cooked breakfasts! 
As far as the weight-loss, our prediction is that you’ll return with the same weight as when you
began your journey.

Our prayers go with you.

Reply
frpfranks says:
August 7, 2018 at 6:48 pm
It is really easy to use up all that jam. But it is not butter – it is clotted cream! You use steam to
warm up milk, then leave it in shallow pans to cool slowly. During this time, the cream content
rises to the surface and forms “clots.” Delicious! I will be lucky if I return only the same
weight!

I saw a road sign for a duck today! Thanks, keep praying.

Reply
kmfjao says:
August 8, 2018 at 9:21 am
Keep up the good work Paul Isaac enjoying the blogs so far. I have shared on fb and hope you
reach your goal. 
Look forward to seeing you soon. I’m in Scotland the week from the 11th to the 19th touring the
highlands on my motorbike doing what is called the NC 500 tour. I might bump into you!

Reply

Blog at WordPress.com.
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